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With competition approaching quickly, now is the time to step up your preparation 
game. Here are five quick tips to make this year's ICDC count. 

1.  Know Your Terms 

Jargon, jargon and more jargon. Knowing business terms and vocabulary will not only boost 
your written exam score, but it will also help your role-plays and shows judges your 
knowledge in specific fields. 

2.  Be Creative 

Creativity is something that helps you stand out from the thousands of other competitors in 
your event. Don't be afraid to present your ideas in creative and unique ways. It helps your 
judges remember you after listening to thousands of competitors share similar ideas. 

3.  Dress Professionally 

Dressing in a professional manner is part of making a lasting first impression on your judge. 
Make sure that you don't forget to pack any component of your professional dress outfit for 
ICDC and remember to always keep it classy. 

4.  Make a First Impression 

Whether it's coming in for an exam, presentation or role-play, bring your best smile with you. 
The judges' first impression of you is very important throughout the role-play or 
presentation. Show them that you are excited to be there and ecstatic to share your creative 
ideas with them. 

5.  Be Confident and Yourself 

Nervous? Don't be! As humans, we naturally get jittery when we are about to perform. 
Instead of thinking about how others will do, be yourself and perform to the best of your own 
ability. Don't let yourself doubt your own abilities and go into competitions feeling positive 
and invincible! 

Follow these five quick tips to blow away your judges, conquer your exam and have the 
experience of a lifetime. Best of luck goes to all DECA members and remember to Make It Count! 
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